I n network models for dynamic traffic assignment (DTA), the travel time on a link is often treated as a function of the number of vehicles on the link. Instead of applying this model to the whole link, we divide the link into segments, apply the model (suitably adjusted) sequentially to these segments, and investigate how the solution is affected by various levels of discretisation (as the discretisation is refined, the solution converges to the solution of the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model). We also restrict the link (and segment) travel-time function to ensure that it satisfies a first-in-first-out (FIFO) property and explore how this affects and restricts the form of the flow-density functions used in the LWR model. We numerically illustrate the solution of the discretised model for various travel-time functions and patterns of inflows, for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous links. Subject to the above restriction on the flow-density function, the numerical results suggest that dividing "long" links into even a few segments can make the model solution closely approximate the LWR solution, while retaining tractability in the network model. We also observe, for example, that the whole-link (undescretised) travel-time model has a "flattening" effect on the profiles of flows and travel times (this effect can be reduced to any desired extent by using discretisation); and that the travel time and outflow for an inhomogeneous link can be approximated very closely by treating the link as homogeneous, with capacity parameters set equal to the average capacity from the inhomogeneous link.
Introduction
We consider the "whole-link" travel-time model t = f x t , where t is the link travel time for vehicles entering a link at time t, and x t is the number of vehicles on the link at time t. This model was introduced in network models for DTA by Friesz et al. (1993) , and has been investigated extensively by various authors, including Friesz et al. (1993) , Astarita (1995 Astarita ( , 1996 , Wu et al. (1995 Wu et al. ( , 1998 , Ran et al. (1997) , Xu et al. (1999) , Adamo et al. (1999) , Carey and McCartney (2002) , and Zhu and Marcotte (2000) .
The model t = f x t is normally applied to whole links in network models for DTA. Here, we instead divide the link into segments, apply the model sequentially to these segments and compute the outflow and travel-time profiles for given patterns of inflows to the link. We gradually refine the discretisation to see how the level of discretisation affects the solution. As the discretisation converges to the continuous limit (the segment length is reduced to zero), the solution converges to the solution of the LWR model (Lighthill and Whitham 1955, Richards 1956 ). The fact that the models converge does not in itself indicate the speed or path of convergence, hence, we illustrate this with numerical examples. To apply the LWR model, we use its finite difference approximation (Daganzo 1995) . We repeat the experiments for different inflow patterns and travel-time functions, in particular, for linear and quadratic travel-time functions because these have been the most commonly used in the literature. Before applying the travel-time model, we consider restrictions derived in the literature to ensure that the model satisfies a FIFO property, and we derive implications of these for the travel-time model and for the flow-density function used in the LWR model.
The results are also relevant to the problem of defining link lengths to be used in DTA models. When applying a DTA model to a given network, users have choices in defining the numbers and lengths of links. For example, should a long link be treated as several shorter links? This choice, and its effect on the accuracy or quality of the DTA solutions, is usually not mentioned or discussed, but is important. For example, suppose we take inflows to a homogeneous link as given and apply the travel-time model t = f x t to compute the profiles of travel times and outflows. If we then divide the link into two or more sublinks or segments and apply the traveltime model again, sequentially to each of the sublinks, then because the link is homogeneous, it is desirable that the results should again be the same, and be independent of the "irrelevant alternatives" concerned with dividing up the link. However, we find that the results are not the same. We investigate this for different levels of discretisation, or approximation, Transportation Science 39(1), pp. 25-38, © 2005 INFORMS to throw light on how much difference it makes and how much of a problem it is.
The discretised = f x model presented here divides the link into segments or cells as does the cell transmission model (Daganzo 1994) . However, the models differ in the way that they treat movement of traffic over time. In the cell transmission model, traffic enters a cell at each time (clock tick) t and, typically, some exits to the next cell in the same time interval t while some remains in the current cell. In contrast, in the discretised = f x model, traffic that enters a segment at time t exits from it at time t + t , where t is the time taken to traverse the segment. This is true whether we treat time as continuous or discretise it.
When applying the travel-time model to link segments, we do not change the basic form of the model. Hence, in existing DTA network models that use whole-link travel-time models, the latter can be replaced by the discretised link model considered here. The rest of the network model would remain unchanged. In the references given above, theory and algorithms have already been developed concerning using the travel-time model = f x in models for network loading and for DTA. This theory and algorithms continue to apply when the network model is extended by discretising the links as in this paper. In view of that, we do not set out or discuss a complete network model here. Friesz et al. (1993) introduced a travel-time model for use in DTA, particularly a linear version, thus,
The Travel-Time Model
where a and b are constants, and later authors, referred to above, introduced nonlinear versions
where
x t is the number of vehicles on the link at time t, and u s and v s are the inflow and outflow rates, respectively, for the link at time s. For notational convenience in what follows, we assume that the link is initially empty (i.e., x 0 = 0), but it is trivially easy to allow x 0 > 0. Various authors (see §2) derive conditions to ensure that the model (2)-(3) satisfies a FIFO condition. When (2)-(3) satisfies FIFO and flow is conserved over time, then
and differentiating w.r.t. t gives
where f x denotes the derivative of f (x) w.r.t. x. The link travel-time model (2)-(3) is used and solved in the various papers on DTA for networks referred to in the introduction, with the computational details generally omitted. Though the model is stated in continuous time, it is solved by numerical methods involving dividing the time horizon [0 T ] into small segments, with a step size chosen by the user. Hence, until §3 on numerical examples, we continue to treat time as continuous. Because we are focusing on a single link, we take the inflow u t to the link and the initial loading x 0 on the link as exogenously given. Also, traffic that enters at time 0 exits at time = a+bx 0 , hence, any outflow before that time must be exogenously given (i.e., v t is exogenous for t < a + bx 0 ). All other variables are endogenous.
Spatially Discretising the Model and
Convergence to the LWR Model We now consider adapting the model (2)-(3) to apply it sequentially to each segment of a discretised link. The functions (1) or (2) represent the travel time for a specific link with specific characteristics, including a specific length L, which are embedded in the form or parameters of f x . Thus, f · cannot be applied arbitrarily to links of other lengths, or to segments of the given link, so that we cannot write = f x , where the subscript refers to a segment of the link to which (2) applies. To derive the form and parameters of a travel-time function for a segment of a link, when given a travel time function f x for the whole link, we can use various equivalent methods, one of which is as follows. In f x t , the variable x t can be rewritten as x t = Lk t , where k t is the mean density on the link at time t. Hence, the whole-link travel-time model (2) can be rewritten as t = f Lk t , i.e., as a function of the mean density. This implies that the travel time per unit distance (= 1/speed) is
wheref k is defined as f Lk /L. Applying this unit travel-time equation to a segment of length z, the segment travel time is
where k t is the density on the segment. An equivalent method of deriving (6 ) is as follows. Because (2) takes no account of the distribution of the traffic x t along the link, we can assume that at any time t, f x t treats the distribution of traffic along the link as uniform. In view of that, the travel time on a segment of length z is ( z/L) times the travel time on the whole link; that is, the travel time on a segment of length z is t = z/L f k t L . This is identical to (6 ) when we recall thatf k is defined as f Lk /L.
Equation (6 ) is written as a function of the segment mean density k t but can, of course, be rewritten as a function of the number of vehicles x t = k t z on the segment, thus, t = zf x t / z = f * x t , which is more directly analogous to (2). However, f * x t has the disadvantage that its argument x t goes to zero as z goes to zero, and the form of f * depends on z. Hence, in what follows, we use (6 ) rather than t = f * x t , because k t in (6 ) does not go to zero as z goes to zero, and f does not depend on z. Note that (6 ) and f * x t differ only by scale factors L and z.
We can now use (6 ) while allowing the density and, hence, travel time, to be different for each segment, whereas in the whole-link model, these were implicitly assumed to be constant along the link. Note that (6 ) ensures that if the traffic x t on a link is uniformly distributed along the link and the link is then divided into n segments, the sum of the travel times (6 ) on the segments equals the travel time given by (2) for the whole link. In fact, this property could be used to define or derive the segment travel-time functions (6 ).
Writing the segment travel time t as a function of density, as in (6 ), also has other advantages. First, it makes it easier to compare with the LWR model, where flow is written as a function of density. Second, we can extend (6 ) to let the segment travel time t depend on the location or distance of the segment along the link, thus,
where z is the distance from the beginning of the link to the beginning of the segment z. This allows "inhomogeneous" links, whereas the whole-link model (2) implicitly assumes a homogeneous link. Similarly, we can also extend (6 ) to let the segment travel time depend on the time t at which a vehicle arrives at the beginning of the segment, thus, t z = zf k t z t z 2 where t z is the travel time on segment [z, z + z] for vehicles entering it at time t.
Suppose that, for all time t in [0,T ], we have computed the travel times up to some point z on the link and computed the (out)flows at z. These may have been computed by applying the model sequentially to segments of the link. Now, apply the model to the next segment of length z as follows. At time t, for segment [z, z + z], let u t z and v t z + z denote the inflow and outflow rates, respectively, for the segment and x t z denote the number of vehicles on the segment, so that k t z = x t z / z is the mean density in the segment. Applying (3) and (4), respectively, to the segment gives
We wish to compare this discretised version of the t = f x t model with the LWR model. For a homogeneous link, the latter assumes that the flow rate q t z at time t at point z on the link depends only on the density k t z at that point, and not on any earlier or later points, thus, q t z = Q k t z . For a link that is inhomogeneous over space z and time t, this becomes
together with a conservation equation Remark. When the flow rate and speed are constant along a link (or link segment) and constant over time, then (number of vehicles on the link) = (flow rate) × (link travel time). In the proof, we first show that an analogous relationship (9) holds when these quantities vary as defined by 2 -4 .
Proof. The first sentence of the proposition follows immediately from the discussion preceding the proposition. The rest is as follows.
(a) The flow-density equation. Adding 3 to 4 gives x t z = t+ t t v s z + z ds. Using the mean value theorem, this integral implies that there exists an (out)flow v s z + z , at some time s, t ≤ s ≤ t + t z , such that
Using 2 to substitute for t z in (9) gives x t z = v s z + z f k t z t z z, and using the mean density k t z = x t z / z to substitute 
Letting z →0 implies t + t z → t, hence, s → t, k t z → k t z and v s z + z → u t z , which can be written as q t z . This reduces (10) to
However, (11) is of the same form as (7), which completes the proof of part (a).
(b) The conservation equation. Differentiating 3 gives x t z / t = u t z − v t z + z , and differentiating the mean density definition k t z = x t z / z w.r.t. t gives x t z / t = z k t z / t. Substituting the latter in the former and rearranging gives
where q t z = v t z + z − u t z denotes the change in flow rate from the entrance to exit of the segment. Letting z → 0, the mean density on the seg-
z / z and (12) goes to (8).
Remark. It is interesting to note that, as an intermediate step in the above proof, Equations 2 and 3 imply discrete Equations (10) and (12) for the segment z analogous to the continuous LWR Equations (7) and (8).
Implications of FIFO Conditions on = f x
In this section, we consider a whole link or segment without discretisation. In a travel-time function of the form = f x , the variables and x refer to the whole link or segment and f · makes no reference variation along the link or segment. Hence, we can assume the link or segment is homogeneous, which we do in this section.
Implications of FIFO Conditions for the Form of = f x
To ensure that the travel-time functions (1) and (2) satisfy FIFO, various authors have introduced certain sufficient conditions. For the linear case (1), Friesz et al. (1993) show that FIFO holds if the inflow rate is non-negative and continuous, and Xu et al. (1999, Theorem 3 .2) and Zhu and Marcotte (2000) obtain similar results. For the nonlinear case (2), Xu et al. (1999) prove FIFO by assuming that the inflow rate function is non-negative, bounded from above by a positive constant B and that f x ≤ 1/B (Theorem 3.1). Zhu and Marcotte (2000) and Chabini and Kachani (1999) show similar results with slightly different Though a capacity limit on x is not explicitly introduced in the above literature on FIFO, we note that if a given = f x does not have a capacity limit on x, one can be imposed so that = f x for all 0 ≤ x ≤ x J , x > x J not permitted, and when the link is at capacity, the travel time is = f x J . Because = f x is nondecreasing, if we also assume it is convex on [0,
J , hence, the condition f x ≤ 1/B is satisfied if, and only if, f -x J ≤ 1/B. Incidentally, when proving that f x ≤ 1/B is a sufficient condition to ensure FIFO, the above authors do not introduce a bound or capacity for x. However, introducing such a bound, as described above, need not violate their assumptions, so that their results still hold even with the above capacity. This is because we can ensure x ≤ x J by restricting the inflow rate when the bound is reached, and reducing the inflow rate does not affect the assumptions in the above papers. Despite the above remarks, when deriving the properties of travel-time functions = f x below, we do not
introduce a bound x ≤ x J if that is not already implicit in the form of the function. If desired, a bound can be imposed later as described above.
Implications of FIFO Conditions on = f x
for the Form of Flow-Density Functions In this paper, we compare the solutions obtained from the travel-time model t = f x t with those from the LWR model. The latter assumes a flow-density function at each point on a link at each point in time. To compare the solutions, we must use flowdensity functions that are derived from the traveltime functions = f x or vice versa. Thus, because the FIFO condition f x ≤ 1/B has implications for the form of = f x , it also has implications for the form of the flow-density function. We derive these in Proposition 2. There, we consider four different forms of travel-time function (Figures 1a-4a ) that span the range of travel-time functions that have been used in practice. In all four forms, = f x is assumed positive, nondecreasing and convex. The first form ( Figure  1a ) is linear and has been shown by Friesz et al. (1993) , Xu et al. (1999) , and Zhu and Marcotte (2000) to satisfy a FIFO property. The second (Figure 2a ) has a bounded gradient f x ≤ 1/B for all x ≥ 0, where B is a finite positive constant. The third form (Figure 3a) is introduced to contrast with the second and differs from it only in that f x can go to + . The first three forms are defined for all x ≥ 0 and ≥ 0, so that there is no upper bound on x or . In contrast, the fourth form ( Figure 4a ) assumes x ≤ x J and = f x → + as x → x J . That is, the link jams flow when
To compare and relate the functional forms in = f x and q = Q k , we have to apply them under the same conditions, and for that we can consider their relationship when the flow and density are constant over time. Figure 3a) , then q → +0 as k → + (as in Figure 3b ). That is, the resultant flow-density curve is asymptotic to the k axis in Figure 3b .
Proof. When the flow rate q and density k are constant along the link, and q, k, and are constant over time,
where L is the link length, hence, q = x/f x gives q = Lk/f Lk = Q k , which is the flow-density equation.
(a) k = x/L and q = x/ , hence, both are zero when x = 0.
(b) If f x is convex and f 0 > 0, it follows immediately that there is a unique tangent from x = 0 0 to the curve = f x . /x is the slope of the chord from (0,0) to any point x on = f x and, as is easily seen from the figures, the chord has its minimum slope c /x c when it is tangent to the convex function = f x . However when /x is at its minimum, its inverse x/ is at its maximum.
(
The bound f x ≤ 1/Bf x ≤ 1/B implies that if = f x passes through any point x 1 1 on a straight line of slope 1/B, then it always remains below (or cannot rise above) that straight line for all x ≥ x 1 . However = f x starts at the point x = 0 f 0 , hence, it remains below (or cannot rise above) the line = f 0 + B −1 x for all x ≥ 0; that is,
That is, q = x/f x is always above a curve q = x/ 0 + B −1 x . Substituting x = Lk in this, we have q = Lk/f Lk = Q k is always above a curve q = Lk/ 0 + B −1 Lk . Finally, note that the shape of the lower bound curve q = Lk/ 0 + B −1 Lk is the same as in Figure 1b , that is; k → + , q → B.
(e) Recall that q = x/ and let x → + . By assumption, as x → + , f x = d /dx → + , and the latter implies → + is infinitely faster than x → + , hence, x/ → +0. Thus,
Note that when x, the number of vehicles on the link, is less than x c , the tangent point in Figures 2a-4a , this correspond to the upward sloping part of a flowdensity curve (Figures 2b-4b) . Similarly, any x beyond the tangent point in Figures 2a-4a correspond to flows on the downward sloping (congested or unstable) part of a flow-density curve. That does not seem to have been noted in previous discussion of using the t = f x t model in dynamic traffic assignment. When inflows are varying over time, the model (2)-(3) does not exclude inflow rates larger than q c = x c / c , and, indeed, in the existing literature, inflow rates greater than this are commonly assumed. However, we have seen in Proposition 2 that, when flows are constant over time, the maximum possible flow on the link is q c . Because this applies all along the link, it applies at the entrance, hence, may be taken as the maximum permitted (capacity) inflow rate for the link even when flows are varying over time. If potential inflows larger than this arrive at the entrance of the link, they can be prevented from entering the link by assuming a queue just before the entrance to the link, with queue outflow capacity equal to the link inflow capacity q c . If the arrival rate at the link exceeds q c , the excess is then held in the entrance queue.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we use numerical examples to illustrate how the results are affected by the fineness of the discretisation. In § §3.1 and 3.2, we assume homogeneous links, to separate the effects of discretisation from those of inhomogeneity, and in §3.3, we illustrate the effects of introducing inhomogeneity. Throughout this section, we assume linear and quadratic forms of the = f x model, because these are the forms most widely used in the literature, and apply these to given inflow functions. We divide space (the link length) into n segments, and apply the f x model to each link segment in succession as described in the previous section.
We commented earlier (just before §1.1) on the exogenous variables and on numerically solving the model over time for a single link or spatial segment. We make only a brief further comment, because we are not presenting a new solution method. At each time t, from t = 0 to t = T , we use (3) to compute x t and (2) to compute t . The key to solving the model (2)- (3) is to note that, given u t * , v t * , and x t * at time t * , then (5) yields v t * + t * ; that is, yields the value of v · at a time step t * further ahead. Hence, at each time t = t * + t * , the outflow v t is already computed, hence, (3) can be applied to find x t and (2) can then be applied to find t . For the computation, we also introduce further notation, for example, an integer index j = 1 m, to denote time intervals, each of length t, so that t j = j − 1 t is the start of the jth time interval. Because the travel-time function t is continuous, for a vehicle entering the link segment at time t j , the exit time t j + t j , j = 1 m, is continuous, hence, can fall inside one of the time intervals j = 1 m. Hence the traffic that enters a segment in the jth time interval can exit from the segment spread over one or more of the m time intervals, but from this, the outflow rate in each time interval can be easily computed by interpolation.
We assume the link is empty at the initial time t = 0. The results are shown in Figures 5-7 . In these figures, the inflow u t is the inflows to the first segment of the link at time t, and the outflow v t is the outflows from the final segment of the link at time t. The travel time t is the time taken to travel from the beginning of the first segment to the exit of the final segment.
Using a Linear = f x Function
In the following examples, we assumed linear traveltime functions.
= a + bx
We assume a = 1 1 min, b = 0 02 min/veh, and also assume a link length L = 1 2 km (see the appendix for a justification of these parameter values). For simplicity of exposition, the units will be omitted in the later presentation. To obtain the corresponding flowdensity function, for the LWR model, substitute x = Lk and = x/q = Lk/q in (13) and rearrange, thus,
As illustrated in Figure 1b , this function starts at the origin and increases asymptotically to q c = 1/b = 50 veh/min. Example 1. With plateau shaped inflow profile. In this example, we assumed inflows rise over time from zero to a peak at 32, remain there for a time, and fall off again asymptotically to 20. The inflow profile 3.1 τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 1-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 2-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 10-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 550-segment link τ (t) generated by the LWR model in veh/min. We applied model (13) to these inflows and computed the link travel times and outflows at each point in time, using a fine discretisation of time (dividing the time horizon [0, 24] into 12,000 time intervals). (Any finer discretisation of time gives almost identical results.) We then divided the link into n = 2 identical segments and applied the model again, sequentially to each segment, as described in §1 above. We repeated this using n = u (t) v (t) generated by the LWR model v (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 1-segment link v (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 2-segment link v (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 10-segment link v (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 550-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 1-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 2-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 10-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f (x) on the 550-segment link τ (t) generated by the LWR model 2 10 50 100 550 segments, and in each case, computed the profiles of outflows and travel times. (Note that the maximum feasible number of link segments can be determined as follows, to ensure that the free flow travel time (fftt) on a segment does not exceed the length of one time interval. The fftt for the whole link is a = 1 1 time units, but the time horizon [0, 24] is divided into 12,000 time intervals, hence, the fftt for the whole link consists of 1 1 × 12 000/24 = 550 time intervals. If there are n link segments, the fftt for a link segment is then 550/n in time interval units and, because we need this to be greater than or equal to 1 time interval, we have 500/n ≥ 1, hence, n ≤ 550.)
As the number of link segments n increases, the link outflow and travel-time profiles converge to limit profiles, which are also the LWR solution profiles, τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 1-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 2-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 10-segment link τ (t) generated by τ = f(x) on the 550-segment link τ (t) generated by the LWR model as shown in Figures 5a and 5b . To avoid clutter, only a few graph lines are displayed, corresponding to n = 1 2 10 550. In Figures 5a and 5b (and also in later Figures 6 and 7) , the lines corresponding to n = 550 link segments are not visible because they coincide with the LWR graph lines. The solution profiles become very close to the LWR limit profiles long before the maximum number of segments (550) is reached. This shows that applying the wholelink model = f x sequentially to each segment of a discretised link can be used to approximate the traffic characteristics associated with the LWR models. These characteristics include the following. If the inflow u t is increasing with time t, the vehicle trajectories, and density waves, "fan out," so that the out-flow rate v t increases more gradually. The converse occurs if u t is decreasing with t, so that the outflow rate decreases more quickly, and a discontinuity in outflow can occur (a shock wave, Newell 1988) . In Figure 5a , we can see such a discontinuity in outflows at about time t = 19. To measure convergence to the limit profile (the LWR profile), we computed the mean percentage deviation (MPD) of the outflow profile from the limit profile. More formally, let v n t denote the outflows computed using n link segments and v l t denote the outflow computed in the limit using a large number of link segments (or computed using the LWR model). Then, let
In the summation, we do not include v n t for the initial zero outflows, to avoid a zero denominator. We also computed the mean deviation from the LWR profile as a percentage of the mean outflow, instead of the LWR outflow, and denote this MPD2. Similarly, we computed the MPD for travel times, thus,
The results in Table 1 show that only a small fraction of the maximum number of segments is needed to obtain a solution that is within, say, 1% or 2% from the limit profile, and this is generally less than the error already inherent in the given data. When using the t = f x t model in dynamic traffic assignment for a network, dividing all links into multiple segments increases the computation, and it is desirable to use as few segments as possible, while having enough segments to give an acceptably accurate solution.
Example 2. With hill-shaped inflow profile. In the example above, the extended flat peak allowed the outflow and travel-time profiles to converge to the flat peak. In the current example, we remove the flat peak, by simply letting the inflows take longer to build up to the peak. More specifically, we let u t = 32 sin t/20 0 ≤ t < 10 20 + 12 sin 5 t + 4 /28 10 ≤ t < 24 (16) We repeated the same experiments as in Example 1, using the same linear travel-time model. The resulting outflows and travel times are shown in Figures 6a and  6b . These again show that, as the number of link segments n increases, the solution converges to a solution that is also the solution of the LWR model. A measure of convergence; that is, of closeness to the limit or LWR solution, is given in Table 2 .
We also experimented with several other inflow profiles and found similar results and speeds of convergence.
Using a Quadratic = f x Function
In the above examples, we assumed linear travel-time functions. To show that similar convergence results are obtained using a nonlinear travel-time function, we here assume a quadratic function
As before, we assume a = 1 1 min, b = 0 02 min/ veh, and link length L = 1 2 km. and also assume c = 10 −4 min/veh 2 (see the appendix). To obtain the corresponding flow-density function for use in the LWR model, substitute x = Lk and = x/q = Lk/q in (17), and rearrange, thus,
As illustrated in Figure 3b , this function starts at q = 0 when k = 0, increases to a peak at
and then bends downward (with negative gradient) to approach the horizontal k axis asymptotically. The function, thus, has two values of k for each value of q 0 < q < q c , but a single value of q for each k. Example 3. We assume that the inflow profile for the link is in veh/min. We repeated the same experiments as in Examples 1 and 2, using the inflows and travel-time function and the resulting outflows and travel times are shown in Figures 7a and 7b . These again show that, as the number of link segments n increases, the solution converges to a solution that is also the solution of the LWR model.
Numerical Experiments with Inhomogeneous
Links We could repeat the above experiments, with inhomogeneity introduced in the discretised link, but that would not necessarily give much insight into the behaviour of the model. Instead, we conducted a series of experiments that illustrate the effects of introducing inhomogeneity, and report here on two that capture the nature of the results obtained. In these numerical examples, we assume inhomogeneity over space and not over time. One reason for this is for comparability with existing related literature, in which the travel-time functions are assumed homogeneous over time.
In the whole-link travel-time model (2)- (3), the link flow parameters (maximum flow capacity, free-flow speed or travel time) are included in the form of the function f · , and implicitly are assumed to be constant along the link. In practice, these flow parameters may vary along a link and, in that case, the parameters in the whole-link travel-time model are presumably an average of the parameter values along the link. To see what effect this averaging along the link has on the computed profile of travel times and outflows from the link, we conducted a series of experiments. In these, we discretised the link into a large number of equal length segments, i = 1 n, and let f i · denote the travel-time function for each segment: the functionsf i · were obtained from the whole-link travel-time function (2) as in (2 * ) above. We then compared three cases, as follows.
Case 1. Let the parameters off i · remain constant along the link, so thatf i · reduces tof · . (This, of course, implies that the flow capacity and the free-flow travel time are the same for all segments.) Case 2. Choose the parameter values off i · for each segment i = 1 n, so that the flow capacity increases from segment to segment along the link, but the mean flow capacity remains equal to the constant flow capacity assumed in Case 1. (The flow capacity is computed as in (19).)
Case 3. Use the same parameter values as in Case 2, but in reverse order, from segment n to 1 instead of 1 to n. Thus, the mean flow capacity decreases from segment on successive segments along the link, and the mean flow capacity is again equal to the constant flow capacity assumed in Case 1.
Thus, in the three cases, the mean flow capacity is the same along the link, but the distribution of the flow capacity is different. For the three cases, we assumed everything else is the same, including the inflow profile and number and length of segments. To our surprise, the results (the profiles over time of link travel times and outflows at the end of the link) were identical or almost identical in Cases 2 and 3. We experimented with linear travel-time functions and quadratic travel-time functions, and with higher inflows and lower link flow capacities, so that inflows became close to capacity. In all cases, the resulting profiles at the end of the link were identical or almost identical in Cases 2 and 3.
What is happening in the above experiments is as follows. In Case 2, on successive segments along the link, the flow capacity increases, hence, the speed increases and the segment travel time decreases. The reverse is true in Case 3, so that the segment travel times start at a lower level than in Case 2 and increase along the link. The profile of segment travel times experienced by a vehicle traversing the link in Case 3 is approximately the reverse of that in Case 2, so that the mean, over all segments, of segment travel times is identical or almost identical in both cases.
We have noted that results (the profiles over time of link travel times and outflows at the exit of the link) were the same or almost the same for Cases 2 and 3. However, these results change, at least a little, if we change the range over which the flow capacities are assumed to vary in Cases 2 and 3. This is illustrated in Figure 8 . Note that Case 1 is simply a special case in which the range of variation in the flow capacity is zero. In Figure 8 , we present results for three different examples, based on three ranges of segment flow capacities, namely, q c held constant at 27.0 along the link, q c varying linearly from 31.0 to 23.0 along the link, and q c varying linearly from 32.0 to 22.0. It is interesting to note, in Figure 8a , that as the range of the segment flow capacities increases, the "fall-off" in outflows just after the peak becomes steeper, and when the range is 32.0 to 22.0, the fall-off forms a shock wave. Figure 8 shows only the profiles, over time, of link travel times and outflows at the link exit. While this is important, it is easier to see what is happening if we also consider points along the link. Though the profiles at the link exit were identical or almost identical in Cases 2 and 3, that is not true at points along the link. To show this, in Figure 9 , we present the profiles of link travel times and link flows at the mid-point of the link.
In Figure 9 , we see that the (profile of) travel times to the midpoint of the link is lower in Case 3 than in Case 2. That is what we would expect. In Case 3, the link flow capacities on the first half of the link are higher than in Case 2, which allows the traffic to travel faster than in Case 2. On the second half of the link, the reverse is the case so that, by the end of the link, the differences have cancelled out and the travel-time profiles at the exit are the same as shown in Figure 9 . For replicability of the results, in Figures 8 and 9 , we note that the data below were used to generate these. However, we also note that in all the other experiments, not reported here, the results had very similar properties as discussed above. We chose to present the particular examples in Figures 8 and 9 only because the distances between the lines in these graphs were slightly larger and more visible.
For Figures 8 and 9 , the whole-link travel-time function used was the quadratic form (17). As before, we assume b = 0 02 min/veh and c = 10 −4 min/veh 2 . The link length is given L = 1 2 km but the free-flow travel time changes as the capacity varies. The inflow profile used was the same as in Example 3, i.e., (20). As before, time was treated as "continuous," which meant dividing the 24-minute time span into 12,000 time intervals. The link length of 1.2 km was divided into 222 segments. From Equation (19), the link flow capacity is given by q c = 1/ 2 √ ac + b , hence, to vary the flow capacity for successive segments (in Cases 2 and 3), we can vary parameter a or b. In the initial experiments, we varied b, but in later experiments (including those reported here), we varied the free-flow travel-time parameter a, because it seemed that this generated a larger difference between the results for Cases 2 and 3. Hence, the free-flow travel-time function for each segment i was 222 
Concluding Remarks
We applied the travel-time model = f x to a link treated as a whole link or divided into segments. The resulting solution profiles (for travel times and outflows) approximate the solutions obtained from the LWR model. As the number of link segments is increased, the solution profiles converge to a limit that is also the LWR solution, as illustrated in Figures 5-7 . Measures of closeness to the LWR solution are given in Tables 1 and 2. For many purposes, the solutions are even better than are implied by the measures in Tables 1 and 2 for the following reason. In Figures 5-7 , even when the outflow profile is a few percent away from the limit profile, it still captures the shape of the limit profile, which may be more important than a small offset in time. For example, consider two outflow profiles that are identical, except that one has a few minutes time lag relative to the other. As a result of the time lag, the computed percentage difference between the two outflow profiles can be large. However, this may be misleading, depending on the purpose for which the outflow profiles are obtained. If outflow profiles are being computed to estimate infrastructure capacity needs, then even if outflows are shifted slightly over time, this may not matter.
In the discussion and numerical examples in this paper, we assumed that time is treated as continuous, because in the DTA literature where the travel-time model t = f x t is used, time is treated as continuous. Of course, when solving the model numerically over time, time is divided into small steps and a numerical solution method used because continuous analytic solutions generally do not exist or are too complex to derive.
Instead of treating time as continuous and treating the link as a whole link, or as discretised into segments, we can discretise both time and link length. We consider that elsewhere (Carey and Ge 2002) , where we find that the solutions are closer to the LWR solution, if the link segments and the time steps are coordinated as follows. Choose time steps of length equal to the free-flow travel time for the link segment. If the time steps and segment lengths are not coordinated in this way, then it takes a larger (often much larger) number of time steps or space segments to achieve the same closeness to the limit solution (LWR solution). This result is of interest in the DTA literature because it is counter to the usual intuitive assumption in that literature that a continuous-time model is more "accurate" than a discrete-time formulation of the same model.
In the results (the time profiles of link travel times and outflows) for a single link, we found that in each case, the results deviate from the LWR results in the same "direction." For example, compared to the LWR results, any peaks tend to be "flattened" a bit. This flattening decreases as the discretisation is increased. Consider a series of links, for example, a route from an origin to a destination. If some flattening of the solution profiles occurs at each link in the series, then there is a cumulative flattening over the series of links. In view of this, the larger the distance from the origin to the destination, the finer should be the discretisation if the same level of accuracy is to be maintained at the destination. Note that this accuracy problem is not due to any discretisation introduced in this paper: the "flattening" and inaccuracy, relative to the LWR model, is even greatest when using the whole-link travel-time model (that is, with undiscretised links).
In the whole-link model t = f x t , various parameters are embedded in f · . In calibrating the model, presumably one either assumes that the link is homogeneous, or uses parameter values that reflect some type of mean or average of the parameters at various points along the link. For example, observe the mean of the (maximum) flow capacities along the link and choose the parameters for f x to ensure that f x reflects this flow capacity (see end of §3.3). Is using a mean flow capacity in this way a significant source of error, as compared to treating the link as a series of segments each with its own flow capacity? To investigate this, in numerical experiments, we compared three scenarios in which the link flow capacity (a) remains constant, (b) decreases, and (c) increases along the link, with the mean flow capacity along the link being the same in each case. In each case, we divided the link into segments, computed the flow capacities and, hence, parameters for each segment, and applied the travel-time model to the successive segments. As expected, we found that, at points along the link, the three scenarios yielded different flow rates, and different travel time up to that point on the link. However, we found that, at the link exit, the time profiles of link outflows and link travel times were almost identical for the three scenarios. This is because of letting the mean flow capacity along the link be the same in each case. Whether the capacity was increasing, decreasing, or constant along the link made little difference at the exit: the effects almost cancelled out. This is reassuring for applying t = f x t to inhomogeneous links, using appropriately chosen parameter values reflecting average capacities along the link.
The computation involved in using the link traveltime models in a DTA network model is addressed in several of the papers referred to in the introduction. Here, we need only note that discretising each link in a network into, say, n segments yields an expanded network with n times the number of links, and n − 1 times the number of nodes. However, for each new node, the conservation equation is simple: at each time t, the inflow from the single preceding segment equals the outflow to the single succeeding segment. Computing flows on this series of n sublinks is much simpler than for a similar number of links in a general network. Hence, the n-fold increase in number of links in the network does not increase computations as much as would an n-fold increase in the number of ordinary links.
